The digital comic book market is growing every year now, mixing digitized and digital-born comics. Digitized comics suffer from a limited automatic content understanding which restricts online content search and reading applications. This study shows how to combine state-of-the-art image analysis methods to encode and index images into an XML-like text file. Content description file can then be used to automatically split comic book images into sub-images corresponding to panels easily indexable with relevant information about their respective content. This allows advanced search in keywords said by specific comic characters, action and scene retrieval using natural language processing. We get down to panel, balloon, text, comic character and face detection using traditional approaches and breakthrough deep learning models, and also text recognition using LSTM model. Evaluations on a dataset composed of online library content are presented, and a new public dataset is also proposed.
Introduction
Initially, comics were printed on paper books, but nowadays, born-digital comic books have become more and more popular. Physical museums such as the "Internationale de la Bande Dessinée et de l'image" (http://collections.citebd.org) in France and the Kyoto International Manga Museum (http://kyotomm.jp), online museums or archives such as The Digital Comic Museum (http://digitalcomicmuseum.com), Comic Book Plus (http://comicbookplus.com) and the Grand Comics Database (http://comics.org) have already digitized several thousands of comic albums and some are in the public domain. There are also online libraries selling digital and physical comic books such as DC Comics from Warner Bros (http://www.dccomics.com), comiXology (https://www.comixology.com), Sequencity (http://sequencity.com), Izneo (https://www.izneo.com) and Koomic (http://koomic.com). Other websites host a huge amount of comics and manga created by amateurs for free reading purpose, based on a Paid To Click business model, e.g., MangaFox (http://fanfox.net) and MangaHere (http://www.mangahere.cc).
Existing web image search engines such as Google, Yahoo, Bing and Qwant search images based on textual evidences from text around the images in web pages [1, 2] . Although these approaches can find many relevant images, the retrieval precision is poor as they cannot confirm whether the retrieved images indeed contain the query elements. The result is that users often have to go through a long list to eventually find the desired images. This is a time-consuming process as the returned results almost always contain multiple topics which are mixed together. To improve web image retrieval performance, we have to fuse the evidences from textual and visual contents. Breakthrough techniques based on deep learning started to improve image retrieval relevancy only a few years ago [3, 4] . We propose to adapt such techniques to specific images as comic strip images.
Regarding comics, there are extra difficulties related to the image layout for specifying a query and finding results at page and/or panel level. A panel being a subpart of a comic page, it may be more relevant to return to the user a panel region than the entire page, especially if the query is written or drawn inside a single panel (returning the full image would result in a lot of unwanted information for the user). Digital comic book analysis can then be investigated to help the creation or conversion of comics in an enhanced digital form and to improve user's reading and browsing experiences.
This field of research includes content segmentation [5] , relation analysis [6] , style analysis [7] and information retrieval [8] . While information retrieval research domain has a long history, content-based comics indexing and the creation of comics in a digital form are quite recent. Comic book contents (e.g., panels, balloons, texts, comic characters, etc.) and their relations (e.g., read before, said by, thought by, and addressed to) have to be automatically recognized to reconstruct the story and to keep the story coherent [6] . The more elements we are able to extract and recognize automatically, the better the story reconstruction quality and the result image relevances will be. The challenges that are facing researchers dealing with comic book images are related to the diversity of styles, layout, text, and actions from a mixture of representations of real and imaginary worlds. These challenges make the task of content learning and recognition much harder.
In parallel, deep learning approaches are becoming more and more popular by overpassing traditional methods in numerous domains using machine learning techniques [9] [10] [11] [12] . In this work, we would like to highlight the advantages of combining traditional and deep learning based approaches and show how they can benefit from each other when applied to comic book image understanding (see Figure 1 ). We present how deep learning can be beneficial for comic book image analysis, by applying several Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) models to extract each element contained by these types of images (e.g., panel, balloon, text, and comic character). We have identified three kinds of task for extracting comic elements. The first one is to detect objects such as panels and comic characters by determining the bounding box of the objects. While a bounding box may be sufficient to represent a panel/character position, balloons require a more precise boundaries description according to their more rounded shape. This task can be performed using deep learning segmentation models. The last element we would like to deal with is the text which relates to the detection and recognition tasks. We will profit from deep learning recognition models to also recognize text. By detecting panel positions and contents, we provide a more precise description of comic book images that can be indexed and retrieved by web crawlers and image search engines.
As mentioned above, comic book images are composed of different elements such as panels, balloons, texts, comic characters and their relations (e.g., read before, said by, thought by, and addressed to). The existing methods have addressed these elements separately or analyzed some elements together for a deeper understanding. However, none of them processes the comic books as a complete system, from elements extraction, relation analysis to encoding and indexing. In this paper, we propose an indexing system for digital comic book images which makes a processing pipeline from global images analysis to precise content extraction. Then, the Comic Book Markup Language (CBML) is used to encode and index the visual and textual content of comic book images for content-based retrieval systems such as search engines. We have experimented existing methods (both traditional and deep learning approaches) for basic elements composing comic book images. We also propose some improvement techniques for some tasks such as balloon segmentation or text recognition.
In summary, the main contributions of this article are:
• An indexing system from global image analysis to precise content extraction and encoding.
• Deep learning adaptation for comic elements (panels, faces, and characters) for the detection task.
• Improvement techniques for balloon segmentation and text recognition.
• Comparison of traditional computer vision techniques versus deep learning approaches with intensive experimentation.
• A new public dataset with manual annotation of spatial coordinates for panels and comic characters' bodies and faces. This paper is organized as follows. First, we review previous works about comic book image analysis and related approaches using deep learning in Section 2. An overview of the proposed system is given in Section 3. Then, we detail several techniques to extract panels, comic characters and faces using deep learning networks in Section 4 and to segment speech balloons in Section 5. Section 6 focuses on text recognition. Our experiment protocol is described in Section 7. The proposed approaches are evaluated on existing public datasets and a newly proposed dataset in Section 8. Finally, conclusions are given in Section 9.
Related Work
To access digital comics in an accurate and user-friendly experience on all mediums such as smartphones, tablets, 3D books and computer's screens, it is necessary to extract and identify comic book elements [13] . Accordingly, the relations between these elements could be investigated further to assist the understanding of the digital form of comic books by a computer. This strategy will help the user to retrieve information very precisely in the image corpus.
Comic images are mixed-content documents that are processed differently depending on the type of elements being studied. The techniques involved can vary a lot depending on whether the focus is given on panels, balloons, texts or comic characters. We review each of these in the next sub-sections.
Panels
Panel extraction and ordering have originally been studied for panel to panel reading [14] . The demand has been continuously increasing in parallel with the evolution of screen quality and size of mobile devices such as smartphones and tablets. Readers usually want to have their favorite comics or mangas on the go, while carrying minimum weight. Printed comics need to be scanned and split to fit the screen size and avoid zooming and scrolling if the screen is different from the paper size they were originally designed for.
Several techniques have been developed to automatically extract panels [15] , assuming that the size of the panels can be reduced to be comfortably read on mobile devices. Most of them are based on white line cutting with Hough transform [16, 17] , recursive X-Y cut [18] or density gradient [19] . These methods do not consider empty area [15] and border-free panels. These issues have been corrected by connected component labeling approaches, but these approaches are sensitive to regions that sometimes connect several panels, which potentially increases the detection error rate [20, 21] . Another approach based on morphological analysis and region growing can remove such connecting elements but at the same time create new holes in the panel border [22] . After region segmentation, heuristic filtering is often applied to classify panel regions according to their size ratio with the page size [22, 23] .
More recently, new methods have shown interesting results for mangas and European comics with different background colors. They are based on watershed [24] , line segmentation using Canny operator and polygon detection [17] , and region of interest detection [25] such as corners and line segments. Complex manga layouts have also been considered [26] . In this approach, the authors use a recursive binary splitting strategy to partition the panel block into disjoint panel regions to find the optimal panel position. Recent methods (e.g., [27, 28] ) incorporate three types of visual patterns extracted from the comic image at different levels, and a tree conditional random field framework is used to label each visual pattern by modeling its contextual dependencies. An attempt has been done to model the contextual relationships among the visual patterns, instead of using empirical rules [29] .
Balloons
Although speech balloons (or bubbles) are key elements in comics, they did not attract a lot of attention yet. However, they are the major link between graphic and textual elements and sometimes even part of the graphical style of the albums or series. They can have various shapes (e.g., oval, rectangular) and contours (e.g., smooth, wavy, spiky, or can even be partially or totally absent). Mainly speech balloons that are entirely surrounded by a black line (closed) have been studied, based on region detection and filtering rules [23, 30] . In his thesis, Obispo [31] details several approaches to detect speech balloons mixing image processing, expert system, and machine learning. Liu et al. [32] proposed a clump splitting based speech balloon localization method which can detect both closed and unclosed speech balloons. In addition, Liu et al. [33] and Rigaud et al. [34] proposed approaches making use of text contained in speech balloons for detecting speech balloon contours at pixel level. At such level of precision, it is also possible to localize and find the direction of the tail. We proposed a method for this task in 2015 [5] and also to associate speech balloons and comic characters [35] .
Text
Text extraction and text recognition have attracted a lot of attention in complex image analysis domains such as real scenes, checks, maps, floor plans and engineering drawings [36] . Few contributions are related to comics, probably because it is a niche. In early studies from the 2000s, a top-down approach which starts from speech balloon detection (white blobs) followed by mathematical morphology operations was proposed by Arai et al. [23] . Layout analysis was proposed by Yamada et al. [14] . First, bottom-up approaches based on binary segmentation, connected component extraction and labeling were proposed by Ponsard et al. [24] . Su et al. used Sliding Concentric Windows for text/graphic separation and then mathematical morphology and an SVM classifier to classify text from non-text components [37] . An adaptive binarisation process based on minimum connected component thresholding followed by a text/graphic separation based on contrast ratio and text line grouping was proposed by our team in 2013 [38] . In the same year, Li et al. proposed an unsupervised speech text localization for comics based on the training of a Bayesian classifier on aligned connected components and then detecting the rest of the text using the classifier for text/non-text separation [39] . More recently, we compared the performances of pre-trained OCR and segmentation-free approaches on a small sample of speech text from comic books written in Latin script [40] .
Comic Characters
Among primary tasks of comics analysis, comic characters (protagonists) detection is one of the most challenging tasks because their appearance can change a lot from one comic book to another and even from one panel to another. Fortunately, they follow few conventions widely adopted by comic book authors to avoid confusing the reader [41, 42] . However, the authors are entirely free in the drawing of their comic characters. Comic characters detection is also different from human detection even through many comics are reproductions of human life situations. Comic characters are hand drawn and, therefore, there are much more variants regarding deformations, shapes, and appearances than real life humans [43] [44] [45] . Hence, human detection based methods cannot directly be applied to comics. This difficulty is one of the reasons why there are few works on comic character detection, including its variants such as comic character face detection or comic character retrieval.
In [46, 47] , the authors proved that Viola-Jones detection framework [48] is sufficient for detecting faces in mangas (Japanese comics). However, in [49] , the authors showed that prior techniques for face detection and face recognition for real people's faces (including [48] ) can hardly be applied to colored comics characters because comic character faces considerably differ from real people faces in respect of organ positions, sizes and color shades. They proposed another face detection method using skin color regions and edges. In [50] , the authors profited from color attributes to boost object detection task, especially for comic character detection.
Another approach using graph theory was proposed by Ho et al. [51] . The authors detected the comic characters by representing each panel as an attributed adjacency graph in which color regions are used as nodes. The approach consists in finding redundant color structures to localize automatically the most frequent color group apparitions and label them as main characters. With a similar idea, the work in [52] uses SIFT descriptor with redundant information classification to also find the most repeated elements.
Some other works focus on character retrieval [53] [54] [55] . The work in [53] shows good results for character retrieval using local feature extraction and the approximate nearest neighbors (ANN) search. In [54] , authors used Frequent Subgraph Mining (FSM) techniques for comic image browsing using query-by-example (QBE) model. In [55] , authors proposed a manga-specific image-describing framework. It consists of efficient margin labeling, edge orientation histogram, feature description, and approximate nearest-neighbor search using product quantization. Their system retrieves comic characters using sketch-based query model.
Deep Learning Approaches for Comic Book Image Analysis
Deep learning models (or deep neural networks) are composed of multiple layers of nonlinear processing units which extract or transform features from the input data. The learning process may be supervised or unsupervised, with the layers forming a hierarchy from low-level to high-level feature representations [56] . Due to the recent trends of deep learning, there are many papers with major improvements in different domains such as speech recognition [57] , natural language processing [58] , computer vision [11] , etc. We are interested in deep neural networks for computer vision and specifically for comic book image analysis.
Neural networks models are well developed and have significant achievements in most computer vision tasks such as image classification [3, 10, 59, 60] , object detection [10, 11, [61] [62] [63] , object segmentation [12, [64] [65] [66] and text recognition [67] [68] [69] [70] [71] . These achievements open new avenues to many domains which require the image analysis tasks. To our knowledge, starting from 2017, there are few works on comics analysis that have used deep learning [7, 72, 73 ].
Encoding and Indexing
To our knowledge, there has been little work on the conceptualization of comic language. In addition to the web schema proposal Periodical Comics [74] and the platform Grand Comics Database [75] which are both focused on the bibliographic organization of the work, only a few initiatives describing their content have been developed, but not systematically as academic publications. In 2001 an XML formalization was proposed, called ComicsML, allowing to describe the content of a board [76] . It has been developed in the hope of becoming a framework for the publication of then nascent webcomics. Indeed, the publication of a webcomic is often done directly on the web page of the author and the frequency of update can be very heterogeneous depending on the series. The ambition of ComicsML was therefore to become a formalism that, if adopted by a large number of authors, would allow emerging new uses of reading webcomics, especially through tools exploiting the specificities of the language. ComicsML allows describing a series of webcomics published on the web, from its most general bibliographic aspects to the structure of the page: layout, type of bubbles or the form of the text used in a box. The syntax, based on tags from the XML language, implies a hierarchical approach in the description of elements composing the image. An approach sharing a number of common points was observed by Morozumi et al. [77] (applied to manga).
A second initiative, called Comic Book Markup Language (CBML), was launched a few years later by John A. Walsh [78] . In addition, based on XML, it is quite similar in its philosophy to the proposal of [76] , although it is not reserved for Text Encoding Initiative P5: Guidelines for Electronic Text Encoding and Interchange [79] (TEI). The TEI is a framework, proposed by the consortium of the same name, for encoding illustrated textual documents, to facilitate the search for information in large databases of encoded works. The CBML, therefore, extends the vocabulary of the TEI to integrate the specific comics concepts (e.g., panel, balloon, who, etc.), while reusing, as much as possible, the existing encoding.
The different proposals find their respective applications in indexing, searching, and reading comics. They allow encoding the content of a comic book image explicitly at different degrees of granularity, depending on the task for which they are intended.
System Overview
In this paper, we propose an indexing system for digital comic book images which combines traditional methods and deep learning approaches. The system's objective is to make a processing pipeline of comic book page images, from global images analysis to precise content extraction. The latter is used to index the visual and textual content of comic book images for content-based retrieval systems such as search engines.
In the proposed architecture (Figure 2 ), the entire system consists of offline and online procedures that exchange information. In the offline procedure (blue blocks), we analyze and extract information from comic book images to produce a content description text file for each image. All analysis computations in this procedure can be processed offline over all comic books already present in the digital comics database, or on-demand to any new comic book image. The information we are referring to includes panels, balloons, text, faces, characters and their relations such as the reading order of panels/balloons and the association between speech balloons and comic characters. The results from the offline procedure are stored in a normalized markup language encoding the spatial coordinates in pixels of each element, text and also the relationships between those elements. The obtained description files are encoded using CBML which can later be, for instance, automatically parsed to produce sub-images of panels with associated textual description stored in text alternative image tags such as alt or longdesc on the web.
The online part (grey blocks) consists of engines such as search, inter-books navigation or intra-book navigation, based on the corresponding description files from the offline procedure. The user, in the online procedure, enters a query word and then the proposed system searches for the keyword in the recognized text or keywords of all panels to give the user the list of relevant panels/pages. The user can also navigate through the comic books by visualizing the panels, the balloons and the characters.
The online procedure can adopt state-of-the-art approaches coming from the information retrieval field which has a long history. However, the offline procedure which analyzes comic book images and extracts information demands some specific techniques from image processing, computer vision, and machine learning to deal with the specificities of comic book images which started to be extensively researched only few years ago. To achieve this goal, we investigated traditional approaches in computer vision and also recent approaches related to deep learning for computer vision. Our proposed indexation/analysis system for comic book images performs seven major tasks, as illustrated in 
Strategy Used to Build the Proposed System
The offline part of Figure 2 shows the complete indexing/analysis pipeline. In the first step, comic book images are processed and then panels are extracted. Panel extraction can be considered as an object detection process. In this work, we have compared the algorithms using image processing techniques with the state-of-the-art object detection methods using deep learning models which are trained on available datasets. In the next step, we have studied text detection/recognition, character/face detection, and balloons segmentation from detected panels in the first step. We use a state-of-the-art algorithm to detect (localize) texts in panels and then an incremental model based on a recurrent neural network with Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) is proposed to recognize texts. We also compare the traditional algorithms of balloon segmentation with some state-of-the-art segmentation deep learning models. Then we propose a simple technique to boost the performance of balloon segmentation by combining the two approaches. To detect comic characters and faces, we have performed empirical experimentation using state-of-the-art object detection models. Finally, the results from previous steps are used to extract the tail of balloon and to analyze the relationship between balloons and characters. In the last stage, all extracted information is stored in a description file (CBML) to support the online procedure (e.g., search engines). As all the best object detection deep learning models require a significant amount of labeled data for training, we introduce a new comic book image dataset including panels, characters, and faces positions.
Proposed Approach for Face, Character and Panel Detection
In this section, we propose a general deep learning based approach for extracting faces, comic characters, and panels. We suggest realizing the detection of the three elements separately. There are two reasons that the separated detection would be better. Firstly, the nature of face, character, and panel are different regarding shapes and drawing details. While faces are often small and homogeneous, characters are very diverse regarding their shape, size, texture, and colors. Panels are most of the time similar to a rectangle and often clearly separated from the page background by a black stroke. Secondly, characters appear inside panels and faces appear inside characters (by considering a strict topological relation). All of them can be detected using object detection techniques.
We study the state-of-the-art deep architectures for object detection such as SSD, Faster R-CNN, and YOLOv2. In our work, we have applied the YOLOv2 model for face, comic character, and panel detection due to its state-of-the-art performance and because it is the fastest one in comparison to the other models. We have tried to apply the model to the comic images by using two techniques: anchor boxes learning and representation learning. In the next sub-sections, we present the YOLOv2 model and the two techniques.
YOLO Model
YOLOv2 [11] is the improved version of the model YOLOv1 [80] of the same author. While YOLOv1 predicts the coordinates of bounding boxes directly using fully connected layers on top of the convolutional feature extractor, YOLOv2 predicts bounding boxes using hand-picked priors as introduced in Faster-RCNN [61] . Instead of predicting offsets of bounding boxes as Faster-RCNN, the YOLOv2 model predicts location coordinates relative to the location of the grid cells as YOLOv1. Besides, the YOLOv1 model uses fully connected layers together with convolutional layers, while YOLOv2 uses only convolutional layers.
The generic model YOLOv2 is proved to have good results for generic datasets [11] . However, for the task of object detection in comic book images, there are some shortcomings related to the domain knowledge and the limited labeled data. We have customized the YOLOv2 model to take into account the characteristics of the comic domain: anchor boxes learning and representation learning as detailed below.
Anchor Boxes Learning for Comic Images
YOLOv2 model uses anchor boxes, a technique presented in Faster R-CNN [61] . Instead of predicting coordinates directly, Faster R-CNN predicts bounding boxes using hand-picked priors [61] . Hand-picked priors are size pre-defined anchor boxes. The network starts the prediction from the anchor boxes and learns to adjust the coordinates to move and resize the anchor boxes to the right position. However, anchor boxes in Faster R-CNN are chosen for general use (not database specific), and anchor boxes in YOLOv2 are learned from VOC [81] and COCO [82] datasets. These anchor boxes have not been designed for face, panel and character detection in comic book images. It makes the network harder to predict good detections because the size and aspect ratio (width/height) of faces, panels or characters in comic book images are different from general objects in VOC [81] or COCO [82] datasets. For example, if the anchor boxes are chosen very big, it is difficult for the network to detect small objects; especially faces which have the width often smaller than the height. Thus, we should choose anchor boxes appropriately. Using the same idea in YOLOv2, we find the right anchor boxes for a comic book dataset by using k-means clustering on the bounding boxes of the ground-truth. We apply this clustering to find one set of anchor boxes for each element: face, character, and panel on the DCM772 dataset (see Section 7.1.3). In Figure 3 , we show the anchor boxes for characters on the DCM772 dataset. In our experiments, we have used k = 5 in the k-means clustering algorithm to learn five anchor boxes. The five anchor boxes represent the whole objects bounding boxes in the dataset. We use the average Intersection Over Union (IOU) metric to evaluate how well the anchor boxes represent the objects. The best average IOU of 100% is obtained if and only if any bounding box has the same size as one of the five anchor boxes. The average IOU is computed by the following formula:
where B gt represents the set of all bounding boxes in the ground-truth and a i is the closest anchor box for bi. An example of learned anchor boxes: the anchor boxes for characters on DCM772 dataset (blue solid) and the original anchor boxes (green dashed) of YOLOv2 for objects on VOC dataset [81] .
We can see that the boxes are very different in the two cases. Note that the spatial organization in this figure has no particular meaning, it is only for enhancing the visualization. The average IOU (see Equation (1)) of the ground-truth to closest prior of new anchor boxes and the original anchor boxes in YOLOv2 are, respectively, 67.62% and 51.13%, which shows that new anchor boxes provide a better representation of characters.
Representation Learning
One of the problems we have when working on the comic page analysis is that the number of labeled data is limited. It is hard to have significant labeled training data because the cost in human resources is very high. This limitation usually leads to the lower performance of the detector or classifier even if we have a robust learning algorithm/model. In a convolutional neural network such as YOLOv1, the first set of convolutional layers aims at learning the representations of the dataset images for a target task, then the last fully connected layer set is a classifier or detector. If the number of training data is limited, convolutional layers cannot learn good representations for the target task.
Some techniques can tackle this problem, for example, "unsupervised representation learning" and "transfer representation learning", which can learn good representations from unlabeled data. The unsupervised representation learning profits from massive amounts of unlabeled data to find the relation between input data and output by using models such as Stacked Autoencoders [83] , Deep Belief Network [84] and Deep Boltzmann Machine [85] . In the transfer representation learning, a simpler supervised or unsupervised task with more raw data is used to find good representations of the data, then these representations are fine-tuned to deal with the more difficult task using fewer labeled data. While unsupervised representation learning has been largely abandoned except in the field of natural language processing because of its unstable advantage [9] , transfer representation learning for convolutional networks is popular [86] . In this section, we present an approach for transfer learning with comic book image datasets.
In transfer learning, we have to perform two different tasks (T 1 and T 2 ) with the assumption that many of the factors explaining the variations in T 1 are relevant to the variations that need to be captured for learning in T 2 [9] . If there are significantly more data in the first task (sampled from T 1 ), then that may help to learn representations which are useful to generalize quickly from only a few examples drawn from T 2 . The assumption is assured with the fact that many visual categories share low-level notions of edges and visual shapes, the effects of geometric changes, changes in lighting, etc.
In our context, we have a massive amount of unlabeled data and a tiny amount of labeled data for the task of face, character and panel detection in comic book pages. If our learning model can exploit this unlabeled data effectively, then we might be able to achieve better performance for the detection task. Fortunately, all comic images are organized by albums/authors. Thanks to this, we can formalize a classification task to classify any comic image corresponding to an album or an author. We have learned the representations via a deep neural network based on the architecture Darknet-19 used in YOLOv2. The learned weights are then fed into YOLOv2 to train the face, panel and character detection tasks.
Speech Balloon Segmentation
While a bounding box may be sufficient to represent a panel/character position, speech balloons that are fundamental elements in comic books, require a more precise boundary description according to their more rounded shape. Among existing models in deep neural networks, the segmentation model is the closest related task to the balloon extraction. In this section, we investigate the state-of-the-art deep learning segmentation models to extract balloons in comic book images and discuss the pros and cons at the end of this section.
In our works, we have experimented with the balloon segmentation using the segmentation model DeepLabv2 [65] . In this work, similar to [87] , the authors combine advantages of a CNN and a Conditional Random Fields (CRF). The authors have introduced two techniques to improve the segmentation performance: atrous (or dilated) convolutions and multiscale processing. The atrous convolutions help to achieve a wide receptive field without coarsening spatial dimensions. The multiscale processing helps robustly to capture objects as well as image context at multiple scales. In the end, the structured prediction is done by fully connected CRF.
The details about the experimentation of deep learning segmentation models trained on eBDtheque dataset are discussed in Section 7.
Refinement/Cross-Validation with Other Balloon Approach
In Section 7, we have observed that traditional approaches [31] [32] [33] [34] detect many false positive examples. However, although the deep learning model can localize very well the balloons, it cannot identify precisely the boundaries of the balloons as the traditional approaches. Unlike other detection tasks where we only need to detect a rectangle (a bounding box), balloon segmentation requires an algorithm able to detect the boundaries correctly. To boost the performance of balloon extraction, we propose to combine the deep learning approach and a traditional algorithm [34] .
We will use the results of the deep learning segmentation model to remove the FP (False Positive) examples of [34] . This simple technique can also benefit the high boundaries precision of the traditional algorithm and the detected open balloons of the deep learning model to give the best final results (see detail evaluations in Section 7).
Let D a and D b denote the regions of the balloons detected by [34] and by the deep learning model, respectively. The final regions D f will be computed by the following algorithm 1.
where a ∩ b denotes the intersection of the the two regions and a ∪ b their union.
Tail Detection and Association to Characters
As presented in Section 2.2, there are few papers in the literature on this topic and already published methods give good results on most balloon types (with a tail that extends from the balloon background). We propose to use our previously published methods for detecting the tail position along the edge of the speech balloons, which determines its direction and associates it with a speaker (comic character) [5, 35] .
In [5] , tail detection is performed on the analysis of convexity defects of the convex hull of the speech balloon. Once we find the tail position, we compute the orientation and direction of the last part of the tail which is directed towards the speaking character. The association with the speaker is established using our method [35] which performed well on 93.32% of the tails from the eBDtheque dataset [88] . In this approach, we build a geometric graph in a Euclidean plane within the panel where vertices are spatial positions of tail and comic character body (or faces if detected) centroids. Edges are straight-lines segments (associations). We formulated an optimization problem where we search for the best pairs (2-tuples) of tail and face or body corresponding to associations in the story. The main optimization criterion is the Euclidean distance between each entry of the 2-tuples. 
Step 2: keep detections from the deep learning model if there are no detections by [34] at the same positions
Text Recognition
In this section, we extend a text recognition approach that we have proposed in the first attempt on a small subset [40] . This approach has shown promising preliminary text recognition results on comics material and it is adaptive to handwriting styles, which is a strong advantage in our case compared to other approaches from the literature (see Section 2.3). This approach is based on an automatic neural network training for specific handwritten style text recognition.
Similar to Section 4, in our context, we have many unlabeled data from the text line extraction algorithm and few or no labeled data for the task of text recognition. In [40] , we designed a method which is able to automatically learn a writing style given several unannotated images from the same scriptwriter (the person who writes text into speech balloons). We call this approach segmentation-free in the sense of fully automatic pseudo ground truth generation and training (no manual image crop or annotation is needed). The approach consists of three steps after having extracted text lines from comic book images using any text extraction algorithm (Section 6.1). First, we apply one or several standard OCR systems (pre-trained OCR) to recognize all extracted text lines images (Section 6.2). Then, we check the quality of each recognized text line using a "lexicality" measure (Section 6.3). Note that this measure works best with a lexicon corresponding to the language of the analyzed text. In general, the overall quality of the recognized text is quite low at this stage because comic book writing styles are quite different from the generic fonts that are generally used to train such standard OCR.
Finally, the recognized text lines are used as input for training a second OCR system from scratch. This last step produces a style-specific recognition system which does not require manual segmentation for training (see Section 6.4). This second OCR system is used to recognized (again) all the extracted text lines from the related album (taking the pre-trained OCR output as pseudo ground truth for the subsequent training of style-specific OCR) (see Figure 4 ). This new model is specially trained for a specific writing style, and it can improve overall text recognition if the pre-trained OCR outputs feed it with enough training samples (see Section 7). Final OCR output is produced by OCR 2 using its automatically trained model.
Text Localization
At this stage, any speech text extractor can be used, but text recognition performance highly relies on its performance. In this paper, we use a state of the art algorithm that reaches 75.8% recall and 76.2% precision for text line localization on eBDtheque dataset [38] .
Pre-Trained OCR Systems
The proposed approach requires at least one pre-trained OCR system able to recognize some text lines with good accuracy in order to feed the learning stage of a second OCR system which is expected to recognize much more text lines than the first OCR. Tesseract and FineReader are the two most popular OCR systems presently available. They both come with pre-trained data for several languages. Tesseract is considered one of the most accurate free open-source OCR engines [89] . It is open-source software that can be easily integrated into research experiments, which is the main reason we chose to use it. FineReader OCR engine is a well-known commercial OCR system as well. We do not use it in this experiment, but it can be added easily as an additional pre-trained OCR.
In this approach, the number of pre-trained OCR is not limited. Several pre-trained OCR systems can be used, and their best results can be combined for each text line. Pre-trained OCR output will feed the second OCR system with as much correct text lines as possible in order to improve training and recognition quality by this last OCR output.
The Lexicality Measure
As presented, we need to check the quality of each recognized text line using a "lexicality" measure. We use a readily observable quantity that correlates well with true accuracy, giving us a ranking scale which allows selecting the transcription given by the best performing model automatically. For this purpose, we chose to use the mean token lexicality L, a distance measure of OCR tokens (words) which can be calculated for any OCR engine [70] . The original paper also mentions the mean character confidence C but because it is OCR specific we do not use it. The lexicality measure calculates, for each OCR token, the minimum edit distance (Levenshtein distance) to its most probable lexical equivalent from a lexicon of the corresponding language. The sum of these Levenshtein distances over all tokens is, therefore, a (statistical) measure for the OCR errors of the text, and the lexicality defined as L = (1 − mean Levenshtein distance per character) is a measure for accuracy. Problems with this measure arise from lexical gaps (mostly proper names) and very garbled tokens (e.g., short text lines such as sequences of single letters, or too long because of merged tokens with unrecognized whitespace). These issues are not restrictive in our case because we do not need such garbled tokens to build a good pseudo ground truth; they could even bias it if they are not so frequent.
To pass the quality check step, a text line should be composed of at least two words and have a lexicality L = 1.0. This means that it is composed only of words that are part of the lexicon (see Section 7.2.4). Examples of lexicality measure are given in Table 1 . In the first row, the image where it is written "LES JAPONAIS" has been mistakenly transcribed with the nine following characters "Les mmmsc", (ignoring spaces).The first three characters composing the word "Les" is part of the French lexicon (Levenshtein distance equal to 0) but the second word is not a French word. The "closest" word from the lexicon is "immiscé" which is at a Levenshtein distance of 3 from "mmmsc" (number of characters that are different or at a different place). The lexicality L = 1 − (0 + 3/9) = 0.67. 
Segmentation-Free Training
As introduced in Section 1, handwritten texts are very challenging for OCR systems. They require many annotated data of each font to train their recognition model to be able to recognize text from similar fonts accurately. In fact, it is not feasible to annotate all scriptwriter styles as they are continuously trying to be different from others (new authors are making comics everyday). Instead of annotating a massive amount of handwritten styles and trying to build a generic handwritten OCR system, we propose to automatically train a specific OCR for each writing style (single scriptwriter). This approach has the advantage of minimizing confusion between visual similarities (e.g., letter "i" from a given scriptwriter may be similar to letter "l" from another scriptwriter). The idea is to use, for each writing style, correct pre-trained OCR outputs to train OCRopus algorithm and then recognize all text from the same writing style using the newly trained model. This approach removes image annotation time (groundtruthing) but may introduce false negative and false positive text lines. False negatives are not important in our study because they will not decrease the quality of the ground truth; they just ignore some text lines from the story. However, false positives may bias the ground truth, so they must be ignored. To detect and ignore false positives, we filter pre-trained OCR output using a lexicality measure as mentioned in the previous section.
Evaluation Protocol
In this section, we present the proposed dataset and other available datasets used in the first part of the experiments. In the second part, we describe the data selection and the evaluation measure used for each step: panel detection, face and character detection, balloon segmentation and text recognition.
Datasets
We compare classical and deep learning approaches on several annotated datasets that provide all or partial region locations. The first dataset is the public eBDtheque dataset. The second dataset that we call Fahad18 has been used and obtained from the authors of [50] . Finally, we propose a new annotated dataset that we call DCM772 and a raw dataset called DCM_raw. The community can easily extend the two new proposed datasets because it is based on public domain American comic book images.
eBDtheque
This dataset is the last version of the public eBDtheque dataset [88] which includes comic character locations. This dataset is composed of one hundred comic book images containing 850 panels, 1550 comics characters, 1092 balloons and 4691 text lines in total. Note that not all characters were annotated in this dataset: only the ones speaking at least one speech balloon in the album are annotated with the coordinates of their horizontal bounding boxes. This selection aimed to retain only the main characters who had a direct influence on the story and ignore the secondary characters. Certain parts of the characters (e.g., hand and foot) were ignored in certain postures to maximize the area occupied by the characters and minimize the background information in their bounding box. More description can be found in the original paper [88] .
Fahad18
The Fahad18 dataset is a collection of 586 images of 18 favorite cartoon characters obtained from Google Images by the authors [50] . There are 18 cartoon characters in this dataset: Bart, Homer, Marge, and Lisa (The Simpsons); Fred and Barney (the Flintstones); and Tom, Jerry, Sylvester, Tweety, Bugs, Daffy, Scooby, Shaggy, Roadrunner, Coyote, Donald Duck and Mickey Mouse. In the whole dataset, the number of images for each character is ranging from 28 (Marge) to 85 (Tom). It is necessary to note that an image may contain more than one character. See more description in the original paper [50] .
DCM772
For our experiments, we built a dataset called DCM772 which is composed of 772 images from 27 golden age comic books. We freely collected them from the free public domain collection of comic books: Digital Comic Museum (DCM) (http://digitalcomicmuseum.com). We selected one album per publisher to get as many different styles as possible. We made ground-truth bounding boxes of all panels, all characters (body + faces), small or big, human-like or animal-like, speaking or not. Images, annotations, and ground-truth tool are freely available here (https://git.univ-lr.fr/crigau02/dcm_dataset) (final version only, please send pull request) to allow interested people to reproduce results or extend the dataset. The two image lists for the training set and the testing set are also publicly available.
To create this ground-truth, we have identified four different types of characters that we classified into: human-like, object-like, animal-like and extra (supporting role characters). Human-like are characters that look like humans, such as Spiderman, Batman, etc. Object-like characters are the ones that are similar to objects such as Sponge Bob, Cars, etc. Animal-like could be Garfield, the Pink panther, etc. The extras are characters from any of the classes mentioned earlier but not easily distinguishable or in the shadow. Note that faces have been annotated (when visible) only for human-like class. An example of each class is given in Figure 5 . Panels and faces have been annotated with horizontal bounding boxes. Faces are defined as eyebrows, eyes, nose, mouth and chin and ears if visible, similar to other common datasets from the domain [90] (see Figure 6 ). 
DCM_raw Dataset
In Section 4.3, we have proposed to do the representation learning on a raw dataset to boost the performance of the detection task. In our experiments, we would like to learn the representations on images similar to the DCM772 dataset. To do so, we have collected 70 other comic books from the Digital Comic Museum which are different from the comic books in DCM772. This dataset contains 3188 raw comic images and is divided into two sets: training set of 2870 comic images and testing set of 318 comic images. The comic books list and its training and testing sets are freely available in the same Git repository as DCM772 dataset (see Section 7.1.3).
Evaluation Measure
This section presents different evaluation measures we used to evaluate the performance of the proposed methods for face, character, panel and text analysis.
Character and Face Detection
To evaluate detection performance, we follow the Pascal VOC evaluation criteria [81] , a well-known benchmark for object detection in computer vision. We report the interpolated average precision (AP%). For the detection task, we need to judge if a detected bounding box is true or false, compared to its corresponding ground-truth bounding box overlap.
According to Everingham et al. [81] , a correct detection should have the overlap ratio ao > 50%, between the predicted bounding box B p and ground-truth bounding box B gt . See Formula (3).
where B p ∩ B gt denotes the intersection of the predicted region and ground-truth bounding boxes and B p ∪ B gt their union. Firstly, we compare the proposed detection model with the method in [50] on the Fahad18 dataset. We follow the same setting as described in the original paper [50] . This dataset is divided into two sets. A training set of 304 comic images and a testing set of 182 comic images. To evaluate detection performance, the authors also follow the PASCAL VOC evaluation criteria [81] .
Secondly, we test the proposed model on the proposed dataset DCM772 (see Section 7.1.3). We trained the face detector and the character detector for comic "panels" on the DCM772 dataset. The dataset is divided randomly into three sets: a train set containing 3500 panels; a valid set containing 406 panels; and a test set containing 433 panels. We also trained the face detector and the character detector for comic "pages" on the DCM772 dataset. The dataset is divided randomly into three sets: a training set containing 650 pages; 50 pages for validation set; and a testing set containing 72 pages.
We have experimented on the detection model with several settings: with/without anchors learned, with/without a pre-weights (see Sections 4.2 and 4.3). We have used two different pre-weights, the standard pre-weights trained from PASCAL VOC dataset for classification task and the pre-weights from the DCM_raw dataset. To learn the pre-weights for face, character detection tasks, we have trained the Darknet-19 model with raw data from the DCM_raw dataset for a classification task. The classifier is trained from 2870 images of the DCM_raw training set with 200 epochs, and we achieve the result of Top-1 is 96.07% and Top-5 100% for the classification task. Top-1 score means the classifier's top prediction (highest confidence) is correct. Top-5 score means the correct class is in the classifier's Top 5 predictions. We hope that the representations learned from many non-labeled data (DCM_raw dataset) can help the detection tasks with limited labeled data from the DCM772 dataset.
Panel Detection
The panel detection task is different from character detection task. There are not many inaccuracies in bounding boxes in the ground-truth data. That is the reason we do not follow the evaluation measure [81] as described in the previous section. We compute the precision/recall of the panel detection by using the IOU metric of the detection boxes with the ground-truth boxes. Note that multiple detections of the same panel in an image were considered as false detections.
We train the panel detector for comic pages on the DCM772 dataset. The DCM772 dataset is divided randomly into three sets as in the case of face/character detector for comic pages mentioned in the previous subsection. The trained detection model is used for detecting panels on the DCM772 testing set and the eBDtheque dataset. We do not train a detection model using eBDtheque because the number of examples in eBDtheque is relatively small (100 images with 850 panels in total). We evaluate the proposed model on the eBDtheque and the DCM772 datasets to compare with the works in [6, 27] .
Balloon Segmentation
The balloon segmentation classifies each pixel to either balloon class or "background" class. To evaluate the balloon segmentation performance, we follow the Pascal VOC evaluation criteria [81] for the segmentation task:
seg. accuracy = true pos. true pos. + f alse pos. + f alse neg.
(4)
where true pos, f alse pos, f alse neg, are the result of pixel classification. Pixels marked as "background" in the ground truth are excluded from this measure. We can note that this measure gives the same result as the IOU metric used in panel detection (Section 7.2.2). We also provide the F1 score for balloon segmentation. We have experimented with the balloon segmentation on the eBDtheque dataset. This is the only dataset which contains ground-truth of balloon positions to our knowledge. We divided this dataset into two sets: a training set of 90 pages and a testing set of 10 pages.
Text Recognition
Concerning the evaluation of text recognition, we rely on standard metrics of speech recognition such as Character Error Rate (CER) and Word Error Rate (WER) for determining the recognition accuracy of the segmentation free OCR output [91] . Note that we measure the quality of the generated pseudo ground-truth only by counting the number of validated text lines because, in our experiment, these data are automatically generated (no manual ground-truth available).
Pseudo Ground-Truth Generation
To generate the pseudo ground-truth for the segmentation-free OCR, we used only one pre-trained OCR (Tesseract version 3.04) to ease the comparison. However, several OCR systems can be used in parallel, and only the best output should be used as pseudo ground-truth (see details in Section 6).
Lexicon
We selected complete lexicons for each language containing a list of flexed forms for measuring the lexicality of each text line. For French, we used the "Dicollecte lexicon" version 6.1 (used in LibreOffice and Firefox). For English, we used the "Dallas lexicon" from the SIL International Linguistics Department which contains inflected forms, such as plural nouns and the -s, -ed and -ing forms of verbs. The lexicons contain about 500,000 and 110,000 entries, respectively.
Dataset Selection
For the evaluation of text recognition performance, we selected 11 albums from the eBDtheque dataset and 20 from DCM772 dataset according to the following criteria.
From eBDtheque dataset, we selected page images from albums for which we could find other page images of the same album digitized under the same conditions. We ended up with a selection of 53 of 100 available images (11 of 20 albums) from the eBDtheque dataset. From the selected albums, eight were in French and three in English.
From the DCM772 dataset, we selected all albums with more than 10 page images, and we annotated two pages per album for the testing set (5 albums did not meet this criterion). We ended up with 20 albums where we removed front, back and advertising pages because these pages often use typewritten fonts that are really different from speech text handwritten writing styles and therefore could bias the learning stage of the handwritten speech text. All albums from this dataset were uppercase golden age American comics handwritten in English. We identified them as Album 12 to 32. We manually annotated (rectangular text line clipping and transcription) the two first pages of each album and trained our algorithm on the rest of the unannotated images for each album.
In total, we ended up with 95 and 1122 page images for testing and training sets, respectively. An example of text lines from some albums from both datasets is given in Table 2 . The exhaustive list of selected pages, page numbers, generated pseudo ground-truth and learned models is available in the dataset Git repository (see Section 7.1.3). 
Results
In this section, we present and analyze the results we have obtained for character, panel, face detection, balloon segmentation and text recognition. In addition, we detail the output indexing format.
Character Detection
In this section, we prove the effectiveness of the deep learning approach by finding answers to the two following questions: (1) Does it work? (2) Does it generalize well? We have compared the proposed model with the work in [50] on the Fahad18 dataset. Then, we have experimented with the approach on two other datasets: eBDtheque and DCM772.
Does the CNN Detection Model Work?
Character Detection on Fahad18 Dataset
In [50] , the authors used color attributes as an explicit color representation for object detection. They proved that their method is most effective for comic characters in which color plays a pivotal role. To compare with the work in [50] , we used strictly the same setting as described in Section 7.2.1 to train and evaluate our model on this dataset. Table 3 shows results on the dataset of our model and [50] . The Fahad18 dataset contains 586 images of 18 classes. The AP% for 18 classes are shown with the mean AP% over all classes in the last column. Note that the proposed approach outperforms the method presented in [50] with the detection and recognition of 14/18 classes and it gives a significant improvement for the mean AP about 18.1%. The proposed approach shows higher performance than [50] . However, there are 4/18 classes where the method in [50] gives better results than our approach: Bart, Marge, Lisa, and Barney. It is interesting to note that 3/4 of these classes come from the same comic book: The Simpsons. This lower AP% may originate from the fact that all characters of The Simpsons have a small number of training examples. Table 4 shows the numbers of examples in the training set for the 18 classes. We observed that these four classes are in the last five in terms of training instances (the five classes which have the least instances in the training set are: Bart, Homer, Marge, Lisa, and Barney). This is a potential indicator that the deep learning approach may be more sensitive to the number of class instances in the training set than other approaches. Character Detection from Pages on DCM772 Dataset
In Table 5 , we present a summary of results of the character detection on comic pages. We can see that the detection results are generally better than the character detection on the Fahad18 dataset (see Table 4 ). Compared to the model trained from scratch (57.32% mAP), the anchor boxes learned from the DCM772 dataset give slightly better results (58.24% mAP) while using the pre-weights trained from Pascal VOC dataset or pre-weights trained from DCM_raw dataset does not provide any benefits (57.20% mAP). The images from Pascal VOC dataset are not similar to comic pages but similar to panels of comic pages regarding size, style and structure. That why the pre-weights does not work well for comic pages. Besides, the DCM_raw pre-weights are learned from the classification task. This task is too simple for the neural network to find good presentations of the DCM_raw dataset which are expected to be useful for the detection task. We have obtained a result of classification task of 96.07% for Top-1 measure and 100% for Top-5 measure. Another task such as a panel detection task (close to the character detection) should learn better representations, which are useful for character detection. We can do this by first applying an existing panel detection algorithm and keep panels with high confidence as pseudo ground-truth. Character Detection from Panels on DCM772 Dataset
We trained a character detector using a train set containing 3500 panels and a valid set containing 406 panels. The detector is tested on a testing set containing 433 panels. In Table 6 , we present a summary of results of the character detection on comic panels. In contrast with the character detection on pages, we can train a better detector for characters on panels. The important reason for this better performance is that the size of characters is relatively bigger on panels than on pages, since the input image is resized to match with the input layer of the network. Compared to the model trained from scratch (65.34% mAp), we can see that the model is significantly better if it is trained with pre-weights from Pascal VOC dataset (74.38% mAp) and the learned anchors (76.76% mAp). However, we have poor results when using pre-weights trained from the classification task on the DCM_raw dataset. We have discovered that the classification task learned representations for the DCM_raw dataset from "pages", which have no relation with good representations for "panels" in this case. This is why the detector trained from the pre-weights has that low mAP.
We have evaluated the CNN detection model on the Fahad18 dataset and the DCM772 dataset. Based on the results, we can conclude that the CNN model works well for character detection task in comics. In this section, we had a small improvement by learning the anchor boxes from the target dataset. The transfer representation learning does not help the task in our experiments. In the comic image analysis domain, we can have different datasets with very different drawing styles, color schemes and structures. That is why we would like to know if the CNN detection model can learn robust representations of comic characters, faces, and panels. We can use the model trained from one dataset to detect objects in a different dataset. We have tested our learned detection model from the DCM772 dataset on the eBDtheque dataset and the testing set of the Fahad18 dataset (see Table 7 ). For the Fahad18 testing set, we have achieved the mAP of 47.34% which is not as good as the model trained on Fahad18 train set (59.8%), but it is still better than the original method in [50] (41.7%). While both datasets have different styles of images with DCM772, the eBDtheque images are more similar to DCM772 than the Fahad18 as the Fahad18 images come from cartoons and images in eBDtheque are from comics such as DCM772. That is why we have achieved a better accuracy for the eBDtheque dataset (58.36% mAP). 
Face Detection
In this section, we present the results of face detection on comic panels and compare with the character detection on panels. Then we, once again, answer the two following questions: (1) Does it work? (2) Does it generalize well? 8.2.1. Does CNN Detection Model Work?
In Table 8 , we can see that we do not have better results with learned anchor boxes for face detection. We understand that, because the sizes of faces are not as various as those of characters, the learned anchor boxes do not help as much as in the case of characters. Finally, both face and character detections give similar accuracy which shows that the CNN detection model works well on face detection task. For the generalizability, because ground-truth of faces is not provided in the eBDtheque dataset, we present only some visual results of face detection on the eBDtheque dataset by using the detection model trained from the DCM772 dataset in Figure 7 . We can see that some particular character's faces are not detected (e.g., eye-ball characters) because these character's faces are totally different from faces in DCM772. Otherwise, the model works well for other character's faces. 
Panel Detection
Traditional approaches have worked well on the task of comic panel detection such as the methods proposed in [6, 28, 29] . To compare with existing works, we have trained the panel detector on the DCM772 dataset, with the anchors learned from this dataset. Firstly, we compare the trained detection model with the traditional connected component based approach [6] on the test set of DCM772. Then, the trained detection model is used to detect panels on the hundred pages from the eBDtheque dataset, which have been tested in [28, 29] .
In Table 9 , we can see that the CNN model is better in both precision and recall for the DCM772 dataset. In the case of the eBDtheque dataset, the CNN model does not give the best result because it is trained from images in the DCM772 dataset and we reused the threshold = 0.8 which is validated using the validation set of the DCM772 dataset. During our experiments, we have observed two important remarks. Table 9 . Panel detection: A comparison between the CNN detection model with [6] on DCM772 and eBDtheque datasets. The CNN model trained on the DCM772 training set is used to detect panel for both datasets. Using trained CNN model, we keep only detections with a confidence score bigger than 80%. This threshold is selected using the validation set of DCM772 (P = Precision/R = Recall).
Method

DCM772 (%) eBDtheque (%)
CNN model P/R = 84. Firstly, the CNN detection modeldetects well the panels, but the detected bounding boxes are not very close to the ground-truth regions (see Figure 8 ). If we follow the evaluation measure of other works in panel detection presented in [28, 29] , many detected regions are considered as wrong detections because the detected bounding boxes are not close enough to the boxes in ground-truth, which lead to a lower precision/recall of the result. Table 10 shows the comparison of panel detection on the eBDtheque dataset for the CNN model and two other traditional methods [27, 29] under the strict evaluation measure called Jaccard index. The Jaccard index used in [27, 29] considers that a correct detection should have the overlap ratio ao > 90%, between the predicted bounding box B p and ground-truth bounding box B gt (see Formula (3)). With this strict evaluation measure, we can see that the CNN model give poor results compared to the traditional approaches. This is the main reason we propose to use the algorithm in [6] for the panels detection step. Table 10 . Panel detection evaluation on the eBDtheque dataset using Jaccard index; results for [27] are taken from the paper.
Method
DCM772 (%) eBDtheque (%)
CNN model P/R = 70/61 P/R = 68/44 [6] P/R = 79/78 P/R = 79/78 [27] -P/R = 84/70
Detections on Difficult Pages
An interesting remark is that the deep learning model can detect some kinds of delicate panels present in the eBDtheque dataset for which existing methods might fail (see Figures 9 and 10) .
The CNN detection model provides good results on a dataset which has ground-truth data to train the model. However, the detection results for other different style datasets are not as good as the existing works which generalize better. 
Balloon Segmentation
For experimenting with the balloon segmentation task, we have trained two segmentation models, DeepLabv2 [65] and CRFasRNN [87] on the eBDtheque dataset. We can see the examples of balloon segmentation of DeepLabv2 model on the eBDtheque testing set in Figure 11 . In Table 11 , we observe that the segmentation accuracy of the CNN model (DeepLabv2) is better than the algorithm of [34] . The main reason for the low accuracy of [34] is that it detects many false positive examples, especially in non-color comics because white regions may contain aligned black graphics similar to balloon content. 
Boundaries Problem
We have observed that the trained segmentation model can localize very well the balloons in a comic page whether they are open (contour partially drawn) or closed. However, it cannot detect the tail of the balloons, and especially it can not identify precisely the boundaries of the balloons. Meanwhile, the traditional approaches in [31] [32] [33] [34] detect very well the boundaries, although fail in difficult cases such as open and overlapping balloons and detect many false positive examples. Different from other detection tasks where we only need to detect a rectangle (a bounding box), balloon segmentation requires an algorithm able to detect the boundaries correctly. In this case, the traditional approaches give better results.
We have proposed a simple technique combining the results of the balloons extractor in [34] and the CNN balloon extractor (see Section 5.1). The false positive balloons by Rigaud et al. [34] are removed using the detections from the CNN model, and we can detect the closed balloons with the highest precision and still approximate open balloon as shown on Figure 11 .
Text Recognition
In this section, we compare the performance of a pre-trained OCR system and then, when its output is post-processed by a subsequent OCR as presented in Section 6.
In the first OCR recognition round, we did not manually re-train Tesseract on the writing style used in the image, but we used its own pre-trained data for French and English. In the second round, a new model for OCRopus is automatically trained from scratch with validated text lines from the first step (text lines with a lexicality L = 100%, see Section 7.2.4). For the training of this new OCRopus model, we use the set of validated text lines as training set. Note that this training set may contain some errors since it has not been manually annotated. The resulting model is saved every 10,000 learning steps until 100,000. Each step consists in comparing one text line image and its associated ground-truth transcription from the testing set (http://www.danvk.org/2015/01/11/ training-an-ocropus-ocr-model.html). When the training was completed, the model with the best accuracy is chosen for subsequent recognition tasks. Table 12 shows the results of text recognition experiments using the pre-trained OCR (Tesseract) and the segmentation-free OCR system (OCRopus). Note that the training set can be easily extended by adding other images from the same scriptwriter because annotations are not required in the presented method. In Table 12 , the number of extracted text lines is the output of the text line extraction algorithm presented in Section 6.1. The number of validated text lines is a subset of the extracted text lines that have a lexicality measure L = 100% (see Section 6.3).
The results of CER and WER of the both OCR systems (pre-trained and segmentation-free) are computed on the annotated text line images from the testing set. Segmentation-free OCR is automatically and only trained on validated text line images (see Section 6.3). The average results show that segmentation-free OCR improves by 12.41% the results from pre-trained OCR at character level (CER) and drops by 0.42% at word level as well (WER). This means that the quality of the validated text lines from pre-trained OCR is good enough to be used as pseudo ground-truth to automatically train a second OCR system that outperforms the initial OCR system at character level. Note that we also compared with the original English default model provided with OCRopus but we did not add them to Table 12 because the CER was always higher than 80% except for Albums 1-3, where it was 73.8%, 44.17%, and 69.85%, respectively.
When the proposed approach does not improve the results at character level (CER), it can be due to a tiny number of extracted, and, consequently, validated text lines (less than 10) which compose the training set of the segmentation-free OCR (Album 9). With such a limited training set, the segmentation-free OCR does not have enough data to learn how to recognize the writing style correctly. In other cases, it is because the writing style is lowercase which corresponds better to the type of text that the considered pre-trained OCR have been trained for (Albums 11 and 19). Sometimes it can be because the writing style is only composed of clear and well-separated capital letters (Albums 20 and 28) which is also an easy case for the pre-trained OCR (no touching letters).
In Table 12 , the Word Error Rate (WER) is often higher for the pre-trained OCR than the segmentation-free OCR. This can be explained by the fact that Tesseract uses a dictionary of frequent words from the language to improve its output [89] .
The CER performance slightly changes according to the number of iterations used to train the model.It is hard to predict which number of iterations will be optimal for a given writing style but it seems to stabilize from 20,000 iterations so picked up results at iteration 50,000 in Table 12 .
Note that the quality of the training set could not be measured in this experiment because its images are not annotated. This has the advantage to be easily extensible without requiring extra human effort. 
Encoding and Indexing
According to the literature review in Section 2.6, we choose to encode all extracted elements using CBML format which best fits our need. However, because we are able to extract some information that is not part of the CBML customization reference (e.g., tail position and direction), we add some custom tags for this purpose.
The initial CBML file document generates a teiHeader tag containing the book metadata, and an empty text section where we place all encoded content information. The book metadata are usual bibliographic information such as title, description/synopsis, ISBN, publisher, publication date, contributors (role and full name), language, series title and volume number (see Listing 1) . Note that this information is not mandatory for the indexing system, but they are usually available from the image provider. This CBML skeleton is used as a starting point to aggregate data extracted from the book. The extracted information is placed between <text> and </text> tags. Page changes are delimited by div tags associated with an ID attribute as shown in the introductory Figure 1 . In this way, one or several page/image can be described in a single CBML file.
Listing 1: Initial CBML skeleton initialized with bibliographic tags and <text> tag where the automatic indexation system will add structured information about image content.
<!--Namespaces --> TEI: xmlns="http://www.tei-c.org/ns/1.0" CBML: xmlns="http://www.cbml.org/ns/1.0" <!--Overview --> <?xml version="1.0"?> <TEI> <teiHeader> <titleStmt>...</titleStmt> <fileDesc> <publicationStmt> <publisher>...</publisher> <date>...</date> <idno type="ISBN">...</idno> </publicationStmt> <notesStmt>...</notesStmt> <seriesStmt> <title>...</title> <idno type="vol">...</idno> </seriesStmt> <sourceDesc>...</sourceDesc> </fileDesc> <profileDesc>...</profileDesc> </teiHeader> <text>...</text> </TEI> The CBML file, once completed by the proposed indexation system, contains all bibliographic information and content description. This file allows, for instance, an original comic book page image to be automatically split into several sub-images corresponding to panels with a precise visual and textual description of their respective contents. Proper names, verbs, etc. from the speech balloon can be indexed according to characters. Moods and situations such as dialogue, fight, love scene, and sport may also be determined and indexed by using natural language processing methods. Once indexed, complex queries such as "character A and character B talking about something" or "keyword from character A" can be achieved.
Conclusions
In this work, we have presented a complete indexing system for digital comic book images that can improve web image retrieval performance by automatically extracting and indexing textual and visual content. We have also compared state-of-the-art deep learning based and traditional approaches to give the reader as complete as possible overview of what are the current performances and limits of such techniques. We evaluate our contributions with online datasets and also propose a new public dataset called DCM772 specially designed for comic character body and face detection.
From our empirical experimentation, we have found out that the recent deep learning approaches can be combined with traditional methods to improve the analysis of comic book images. In some tasks such as face detection, character detection, and text recognition, the use of neural network model to train a detector or recognizer can significantly improve the performance compared to traditional methods. In the task of panel detection, the deep learning model is better for a particular dataset, but the traditional methods generalize better for any dataset. For the balloon segmentation task, the deep learning model gives better accuracy compared to traditional methods but the latter has the advantage of detecting precisely the boundaries.
Face, character detection
The task of face detection and character detection are very challenging without learning from labeled data because it is hard to find features and heuristic rules which can well generalize faces/characters. Among machine learning methods, deep learning has the best detection model, and our empirical experiments show that deep learning models are capable of detecting face/character in comic images. We believe that further studies could improve the detection accuracy by benefiting from the domain knowledge.
Panel detection
Existing methods are still better for panel detection. The deep detection models have an advantage that they can detect some difficult panels with a complex background where the existing methods fail. However, they have two drawbacks. Firstly, they cannot generalize well to a new dataset which is different in style compared to the dataset used to train the model. Secondly, they cannot detect the panel boundaries with high precision.
Balloon segmentation
While the CNN model gives good accuracy for balloon segmentation, it still has the boundaries problem which is essential for the balloon segmentation task. With the boundaries problem, the CNN segmentation model does not give better results than traditional methods in our experiments. By combining the two methods, we can archive better results with fewer false positive detections and more true positive detections for open balloons.
Text recognition
We demonstrated that standard pre-trained OCR text line output associated with a good quality check process can feed another OCR system and overpass initial output quality. However, a minimum amount of carefully quality checked text line is required to train the subsequent OCR system efficiently. The issue could be overcome by extending (instead of replacing) the original training dataset with the newly validated text lines. This would be interesting especially in those cases where the number of validated text lines is very low. It would also ensure that the classifier has seen all symbol classes and not only those appearing on the validated text lines.
The subsequent OCR is highly dependent on the initial OCR. We experimented with only one initial OCR system, but the proposed approach can handle a bunch of them which will provide even more training data, and, consequently, improve final OCR transcriptions.
The word error rate (WER) is quite high for both OCR systems compared to usual results from the literature. This is partially due to the text line extractor algorithm that may cut or ignore some text lines. In addition, some pseudo ground-truth errors may not be filtered out in the automatic text line validation process. The error rates can also be reduced by using images with higher quality (OCR systems usually recommend 300 DPI). The post-processing of text extraction algorithm output could also improve the quality of the generated pseudo ground-truth (e.g., remove surrounding letter parts and separate letters from image border).
Encoding and Indexing
The proposed encoding format mainly relies on the CBML format with some custom extensions that are not (yet) part of the formalism. The proposed system generates one description file for each image or album and allows automatic sub image generation to return a more focused image to the user, according to its query. Many tags and attributes for describing balloon shape and tail are missing. In addition, localized contents such as general objects, animals, and scenes require proper semantic attributes to be best described.
Perspective
In the future, we will cluster detected comic characters to identify and link the detections of several instances of the same character throughout the comic book. This analysis can help contextual search and intra-book navigation. Another idea to investigate is to match the OCRed text and named entities related to character clusters to, for instance, retrieve their proper names. This analysis will facilitate search and navigation of comic characters across comic book images from different sources (inter-books).
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